CTI-TC
Interoperability Subcommittee

Meeting Date:       Wednesday, April 13, 2016
Time:              18:00 UTC - 02:00pm to 03:00pm EDT
Purpose:           Monthly Meeting

Attendees:

Soltra                Chernin, Aharon           Guest
ThreatQuotient, Inc.  Clark, Michael           Guest
Financial Services Information Sharing and...  David Eilken   Chair
Mitre Corporation     Nicole Gong             Member
New Context Services, Inc.  John-Mark Gurney   Member
IBM                   Jason Keirstead         Member
Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Lab Mark Moss       Member
TELUS                  Greg Reaume             Member
Soltra                Natalie Suarez          Member
DHS Office of Cybersecurity and Communications Marlon Taylor   Member
LookingGlass           Allan Thomson          Member
EclecticIQ            Raymon van der Velde   Member
LookingGlass           Lee Vorthman           Member
OASIS                  Jane Harnad             Staff
Individual            Patrick Maroney        Chair
CTIN                   Jane Ginn              Secretary
TruSTAR                Chris Roblee           Member
Other Guests

Agenda:

I.   Register Attendance through OASIS Portal (Kavi)
II.  Ratify Meeting Notes from March 16th Meeting
III. Discuss Strategic Issues Related to Versions for Interoperability
IV.  Establish RSA2017 Demo Working Group
   a.  Note: Still 2 Spots Available
   b.  Elect Working Group Chairman
   c.  Set Meeting Time – First Meeting
   d.  Make Formal Decision on Versions to Use
   e.  Action Plan / Schedule
   f.  Administrative Contacts / Technical Contacts
V.   Initial Findings from Outreach to UNH-IOL (University of New Hampshire Interoperability Labs)
VI.  CTI Supporters Registration (SurveyMonkey Link on Wiki)
VII. Resolution of Action Items from Previous Meetings
    a.  Schedule Nabble Demo for Interop Subcommittee
    b.  Coordinate with RSA2017 on Versions to Use
VIII. Open Discussion

https://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/cti-interoperability/
Meeting Notes:

**Moderator:** Patrick Maroney  
**Co-Chair:** David Eilken  
**Recorder:** Jane Ginn

---

**Call to Order**

Patrick Maroney  
- Asked to ratify meeting notes from previous meeting

**Ratify Meeting Notes from March 16th Meeting**

Allan Thomson  
- Motion to ratify meeting notes

David Eilken  
- Seconded the motion

Patrick Maroney  
- Minutes accepted

**Discuss Strategic Issues Related to Versions for Interoperability**

Patrick Maroney  
- Discussion of Strategic issues relative to Version  
  - Schemas & Versions for RSA2017

Allan Thomson  
- Suggest that we stick to the ones that have been ratified by OASIS

Marlon Taylor  
- Would it be limited to only? Or if 2.0 is ratified, shall we allow

David Eilken  
- Good point - Would like to see it as an opportunity if some

Raymon van der Velde  
- Like last suggestion - Would give those that are working on 2.0 the chance to show  
  - Open it up to those that have been working on 2.0

David Eilken  
- Propose 1.x as required to demo, then leave it open to those who want to go beyond

Allan Thomson  
- Vendors will to develop - Intention of the Showcase - User/Customer-facing features working  
  - 1.x vs. 2.0 working? Not sure customers will be that concerned - They want to see working  
  - Show the value

Raymon van der Velde  
- If do have different versions, then what value would that be

Patrick Maroney  
- Key points... Demo Interop.. As a practical matter, nuts-and-bolts  
  - Will rely on our selection/narrowing of specifications

David Eilken  
- Next topic to set up working group - Heavy lifting  
  - Demo online to make work...
- How about do step 1 using 1.x, then show 2.0 with certain partners

Patrick Maroney
- Objective here... to get discussion going...
- Stakeholders have a strong stake
- Motion on this

Jane Ginn
- Suggest we differ to the tactical decision by the people in the RSA2017 Demo

Patrick Maroney
- Concur

Jane Ginn
- I see that Jane Harnad from OASIS has joined us
  – Can we give her a chance to give us an update on registration status for RSA2017

Jane Harnad
- We currently have firm commitments from the following companies:
  -- EclecticIQ
  -- LookingGlass
  -- New Context Services
  -- Soltra
  -- ThreatConnect
  -- ThreatQuotient
  -- TruSTAR Technology
  -- VeriSign
- We also expect IBM and Hitachi to submit – Their applications are pending

Greg ReauMe
- Quick question - Is it all vendors? Or are MSSPs allowed?

Jane Harnad
- According to policy - does allow other types

Marlon Taylor
- Scenario partners? Would they take one of the 12 seats?

Jane Harnad
- If they want a space on the show floor...they have to be OASIS Members
- Some Scenario partners - participating on a virtual level don’t have to be Members

Patrick Maroney
- There is some confusion on this

Greg ReauMe
- To add to that...as a service provider, we do have our own platform for our own service
  - But it was built only to deliver our service - do not sell the product

Jane Harnad
- A non-member, virtual only could participate

Jason Keirstead
- Both a product and intelligence provider
- How many products would you reasonably be able to showcase

Patrick Maroney
- What we discussed is that this working group comes up with a set of scenarios
  - Workgroup decision
  - Anything supporting that is fair game - No restriction to only show 1 product or service

Allan Thomson
Our company is also a feed and platform provider
- Focus should be on creating Use Cases that demonstrate the greatest interoperability
- We have other products that we will show at our own booth
- Intention of this demo is to show the interoperability

Patrick Maroney
- What is the overall cut-off - date?

Jane Harnad
- Original deadline was for a minimum of 8, which we made to pay RSA fee
- Several different companies have approached Dee Schur (of OASIS)
- We feel confident that it will be settled in next couple of weeks

Establish RSA2017 Demo Working Group

Allan Thomson
- Nominate Lee Vorthman

Jane Ginn
- Second nomination

Patrick Maroney
- Congratulations Lee – Do you want to have a discussion now about setting a schedule?
  - Shall we will turn the agenda over to you - Do you want to handle now?

Lee Vorthman
- Let’s defer to a later time

Allan Thomson
- Could you all send an email to Lee with contact names and numbers?

Jane Ginn
- Have a preliminary list compiled
- Trying to identify both Admin/Marketing and Technical Contacts
- We’ll need to make sure Admin/Marketing contacts to Jane Harnad

Patrick Maroney
- Send email to Co-Chairs & Lee & Jane

Initial Findings from Outreach to UNH-IOL (University of New Hampshire Interoperability Labs)

Patrick Maroney
- Had a call today with the New Hampshire Labs as a potential location for the labs
- Will get a call back in about 2 weeks
- They were not familiar at all with the CTI-TC or OASIS
- Trying to make those introductions too
- I will be providing status back to the Interop Subcommittee

Jason Keirstead
- General comment / Question
  - One of the challenges we had as a SW vendor - They are mainly focused on hardware
  - A lot of us are software vendors - we built a box in their lab

Patrick Maroney
- Could you participate in that conversation with them?

Nicole Gong
- I am interested in participating
My research topic on Interoperability

Jane Ginn
- Suggest that Lee include Nicole in RSA2017 group as well

Allan Thomson
- Suggest that we work with the WiFi Alliance
  [CHAT PANEL] I can give you a contact there

Patrick Maroney
- We are doing a lot of outreach

Nicole Gong
- I can also look back to my lab - Engineering support

Patrick Maroney
- Can you give me a link?

Nicole Gong
- I can follow-up - After the meeting
  - How are you going to conduct the Scenario?

Patrick Maroney
- First order of business that the Working Group will have to come up with
  - Will need to develop the Use Cases

Nicole Gong
- I would like to participate

Marlon Taylor
- Can you go over the difference between the Interop Demo and the RSA2017 Working Group?

Patrick Maroney
- Interop group - larger focus

Marlon Taylor
- May be some lessons learned from RSA2017 that we can all use
  - RSA2017 will do heavy lifting – Then larger group can take message back to whole community

Allan Thomson
- We talked about versions on previous meetings
  - Because there is a significant effort to develop the tests
  - Effort to go through that and the effort to develop for 1.x vs 2.0

Patrick Maroney
- My objective is to come up with a way to do both

Dave Eilken
- Don't want to get too granular with how the two sets of standards work
  - May want to note the High Level Objects the two versions are supporting
  - Are we talking Strategic or Tactical?

Patrick Maroney
- We are going to have to work back from the RSA2017 Schedule to get done
  - We have two different sets of standards that have some common structure and taxonomy
  - Anything else on the outreach?

CTI Supporters Registration

Patrick
- Please register on the new supporter’s database
  - Use the SurveyMonkey Registration link on the Interop Wiki
  - Our objective is to pull together all of the products into a single database
Resolution of Action Items

Patrick Maroney
- Nabble Action Item
- I’ll send out a Doodle Poll to find a time to do a demo on Nabble
- What Nabble does
  - Interoperable collaboration
  - Started with list - Read-only
  - Useful for context-rich conversations
  - Integrates accounts/access/public visibility/integration with OASIS mailing list
  - Many threaded conversations
  - Some move at Slack-channel speed
  - Maintain all in one place - Searchable

Open the Floor to Discussion
No further issues brought up

Meeting Terminated